Abstract. We correct an error in [3] related to the non-surjectivity of the Wahl map of nodal curves on K3 surfaces. We also obtain a lower bound of independent interest for the multiple point Seshadri constants of general K3 surfaces.
The correction
The goal of this note is to correct [3, Theorem 4.2] . At pp. 884, the last row of the diagram A.1 should be tensored by O E p´2Eq. This error affects the subsequent computations from Lemma A.2 onward, which are used in the proof of the Theorem.
We recall thatĈ P |L " A d | is a nodal curve with nodes N :" tx 1 , . . . ,x δ u on the polarized K3 surface pS, A q, such that A P PicpSq is not divisible, and A 2 " 2pn´1q. (The paper [3] deals only with K3 surfaces with cyclic Picard group). Let σ :S Ñ S be the blow-up of S at N, and denote by E a , a " 1, . . . , δ, the exceptional divisors, and E :" E 1`. . .`E δ . The normalization C ofĈ fits into
u is an embedding, and K C " σ˚Lp´Eq b O C . The curve C carries the divisor ∆ :" x 1,1`x1,2`. . .`x δ,1`xδ,2 , where tx a,1 , x a,2 u " E a X C is the pre-image ofx a PĈ by ν.
In general, if V 1 is a subscheme of some variety V , we let I V pV 1 q or IpV 1 q stand for its sheaf of ideals, and let DV 1 Ă VˆV be the diagonally embedded V 1 .
Let pX, ∆ X q be an arbitrary smooth, irreducible curve together with δ pairwise disjoint pairs of points ∆ X " ttx 1,1 , x 1,2 u, . . . , tx δ,1 , x δ,2 uu Ă X. The exact sequence 0 Ñ IpDXq 2 Ñ IpDXq Ñ K X Ñ 0 yields the Wahl map
2 Ź H 0 pK X q, and w X vanishes on the first direct summand, as it is skew-symmetric. Denote
and let w X,∆ X be the restriction of (1) . Then the homomorphism w C,∆ is not surjective.
(ii) For generic a generic curve X of genus g ě 12 with generic markings ∆ X , such that δ ď g´1 2 , the homomorphism w X,∆ X is surjective. This is a non-surjectivity property for the pair pC, ∆q, rather than for C itself. However, is likely that the Wahl map w C is non-surjective (see Section 4). 
In other words, we have I :" I CˆC pD∆q¨I CˆC pDCq " w´1 C pK C p´∆qq. Also, the involution τ C which interchanges the factors of CˆC leaves I invariant.
Proof. (i) The middle column is exact because I CˆC pDCq is locally free. We check the exactness of the first row around each point po, oq P D∆. Let u be a local (analytic) coordinate on C such that o " 0, and u 1 , u 2 be the corresponding coordinates on CˆC. Then the first row becomes 0 Ñ xu 2´u1 y 2 Ñ xu 2´u1 y¨xu 1 , u 2 y Ñ xuy¨du Ñ 0, with du :" pu 2´u1 qmodpu 2´u1 q 2 , which is exact. The second statement is obvious.
(ii) We tensorize (3) by K CˆC , and take sections of the last two columns. An elementary diagram chasing yields the claim.
(iii) Let us prove p‹q. The vector space Λ is contained in 2 Ź H 0 pK C q by the very definition, and also in H 0`I b K CˆC˘b ecause the sheaf IpC, ∆q is τ C -invariant. For the inclusion in the opposite direction, let s in the intersection. As s P
2

Ź
H 0 pK C q, it follows that τCpsq "´s, so s " 1{2¨ps´τCpsqq P Λ. The inclusion p‹‹q is obvious. (iv) Indeed, the Wahl map is anti-commutative:
Lemma 2.2. Let Ξ :" tpx a,1 , x a,2 q, px a,2 , x a,1 q | a " 1, . . . , δu Ă CˆC, and consider the sheaf of ideals IpC, ∆q :" IpΞq¨I (2) " IpP ∆ q¨IpDCq Ă I. Furthermore, denote
Then the following statements hold:
(ii) IpC, ∆q`I CˆC pDCq 2 " I, and IpC, ∆q X IpDCq 2 " IpDCq 2¨I pΞq. Therefore the various sheaves introduced so far fit into the commutative diagram
Proof. (i) The proof is identical to Lemma 2.1(iv).
(ii) The inclusion Ă is clear. For the reverse, notice that O CˆC " IpΞq`I, so I Ă IpC, ∆qÌ 2 Ă IpC, ∆q`IpDCq 2 . The second claim is analogous.
Now we compare the Wahl maps of C andS. Let ρ : ISˆSpDSq Ñ I CˆC pDCq be the restriction homomorphism, and M :" σ˚Lp´Eq. The diagram below relates various objects involved in the definition of w C and wS:
The rightmost column corresponds to the first order expansions of the sections along E and at ∆. By using 0ÑO E p1qÑO 2E ÑO E Ñ0, we deduce that it fits into:
Along each E a ĂS, we consider local coordinates u, v as follows: v is the coordinate along E a , and u is a coordinate in the normal direction to E a (so E a is given by tu " 0u). Moreover, we assume that C is given by tv " 0u around the intersection points tx a,1 , x a,2 u " E a X C. Then any elements P H 0 pMq can be expanded as
and its image in H 0 pM b O 2E a q iss a 0 pvq`us a 1 pvq. Finally, observe that the values of wS are sections in Ω 1 S b M 2 , and the restriction of this latter to E fits into (ii) ΛpEq :" w´1 S`H 0 pΩ 1
q, up to a constant factor. Also, we haves a i,0 px a,j q "s a px a,j q " spx a,j q, and p‹q follows. (ii) The vector space w´1 S`H 0 pΩ 1 S p´Eq b M 2 q˘is invariant under the involution τS ofSˆS which switches the two factors. As wS is anti-commutative, the claim follows as in Lemma 2.1. (iii) Takeẽ P ΛpEq and e :" ρpẽq. Then epx a,1 , x a,2 q "´epx a,2 , x a,1 q p‹q " 0, and also w C peqpx a,j q equals the expression p‹‹q at x a,j (so it vanishes), for j " 1, 2. Now we consider the commutative diagram:
It is the substitute in the case of nodal curves for [3, 
Since wSpẽq| E vanishes at the points of ∆, it is actually determined up to an element in H 0 pO E p1qq. We claim that this latter can be cancelled by adding toẽ a suitable element of the formt^ps CsE q. A short computation yields wSpt^ps CsE| E "t E¨psC | E q¨pds E q| E P O E p3q, wheret E P H 0 pO E p1qq,s C | E P H 0 pO E p2qq vanishes at ∆ " E X C, and pds E q| E P H 0 pO E q (it is a section of Ω 1 S | E with vanishing tangential component). Thus these two latter factors are actually (non-zero) scalars.
The previous discussion shows thatẽ`t^ps CsE q P ΛpEq as soon ast P H 0 pMq satisfies t E "´wSpẽq| E P H 0 pM E q. According to Corollary 3.3, such an elementt exists because the restriction H 0 pMq Ñ H 0 pM E q is surjective.
Proof. (of Theorem 1.1) (i) Case PicpSq " ZA . If w C,∆ is surjective, then the homomorphism b in the diagram (9) is surjective too. Now we follow the same pattern as in [3, pp. 884, top] : b is the restriction homomorphism at the level of sections of 0
C p´∆q Ñ 0, and its surjectivity implies that this sequence splits. This contradicts [3, Lemma 4.1]. General case. It is a standard deformation argument. We consider Hence for any ppS, A q,Ĉq P V d n,δ there is a smooth deformation ppS t , A t q,Ĉ t q parameterized by an open subset T Ă K n . The points t P T such that PicpS t q " ZA t are dense, and for these w Ct,∆t are non-surjective. Since the non-surjectivity condition is closed, we deduce that w C,∆ is non-surjective too.
(ii) Now let pX, ∆ X q be a generic marked curve of genus at least 12. Then, according to [1] , the Wahl map w X :
2
Ź
H 0 pK X q Ñ H 0 pK 3 X q is surjective, thus w 1 X in (5) is surjective as well. As δ ď g´1 2 , the evaluation homomorphism H 0 pK X q Ñ K X b O ∆ X is surjective for generic choices of the markings, so
in (5) is the same. Hence w X,∆ X is surjective if and only if
is so, or equivalently when the induced h Ξ :
We show that this is indeed the case for generic markings.
The wedge is a direct summand of the tensor product (appropriate skew-symmetric sums), and h Ξ is induced by the evaluation map
G belongs to the intersection above, then e P H 0`K erpev δ q˘" t0u. Hence, for any e 1 , . . . , e δ P G with e 1^. . .^e δ ‰ 0, there are markings ∆ X such that ev Ξ pe 1 q, . . . , ev Ξ pe δ q are linearly independent in H Ξ (thus they span it).
Multiple point Seshadri constants of K3 surfaces with cyclic Picard group
This section is independent of the rest. Here we determine a lower bound for the multiple point Seshadri constants of A , which is necessary for proving Lemma 2.4. corresponding tox 1 , . . . ,x δ P S is defined as
The infimum is taken over all integral curves Z Ă S which contain at least one of the pointŝ x a above. Throughout this section we assume that Z P |zA |, with z ě 1.
As the self-intersection number of any ample line bundle is positive, the upper bound ε ď ?
A 2 ? δ is automatic. We are interested in finding a lower bound. , for any pointsx 1 , . . . ,x δ P S.
Our proof is inspired from [4] , where is treated the case δ " 1.
Proof. We may assume that the points are numbered such that multx a pZq ě 2, for a " 1, . . . , α, multx a pZq " 1, for a " α`1, . . . , β, pβ ď δq.
We denote p :" δ satisfies the inequality, so we may assume that α ě 1. A point of multiplicity m lowers the geometric genus of Z by at least`m 2˘, hence p a pZq "
. We deduce the following inequalities:
Proof. Indeed, it is enough to check that H 1 pS, Mp´Eqq " H 1 pS, KS b Mp´2Eqq vanishes. By the Kodaira vanishing theorem, this happens as soon as Mp´2Eq " σ˚A d p´3Eq is ample. The previous theorem implies that, in order to achieve this, is enough to impose 
Concluding remarks
Our main result is a non-surjectivity property for the Wahl map of the pointed curve pC, ∆q, rather than of the curve itself. For this, one needs the surjectivity of
K CˆC,px a,1 ,x a,2 q in (5). This is likely to be true. On one hand, for δ in the specified range, corollary 3.3 implies that K C " M C separates ∆ without any genericity conditions, so ev 
